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Co-evolution of old and new Media. 

COSTa20 Conference. Delphi 26-29.4 2006. 

The paper addresses three issues. l) Do we need new theories to understand digital media 

& their cultural impact? 2) Approaches to analyze relationships between “old”, digitized 

(print and electronic) media and “new” digital media. 3) Will the development and 

integration of the internet differ due to cultural and social settings, for instance 

differences in the existing media systems?  

The first section contains a brief summary of four arguments for the need of new theories.  

The second section discusses a number of theories on the relation between old and new 

media, arguing that a coevolutionary framework is more suitable than those of 

replacement and convergence. The third section discuss whether the integration of the 

internet in the media systems in different cultural and social settings will lead to different 

models compared for instance to the 20th century models described by Hallin & Mancini.  

The aim of the analysis is to establish a number of propositions and hypothesis which 

might be worth to test on empirical basis. The general argument is that the internet 

contributes to a change of the overall media system in a number of respects including: 

l. The “coexistence” of paid and unpaid news (and other services and activities) 

2. The coexistence of individualization and globalized reach 

3. The coexistence of public spaces fragmented according to specialized, professionalized 

and individualized needs and interests. 

mailto:finnemann@imv.au.dk
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1. Do we need new theories to understand digital media & their cultural impact? 

Here I shall only give a brief summary of the main arguments for a positive answer: 

a. Digital media have a set of unique – first ever –  properties.  

Digital media provide new features which are not reflected in previous theories. Among 

those features we find hypertext, multimodal communication and a register of interactive 

formats. These features again are rooted in the fundamental property of digital media: 

that the functional architecture, contrary to print end electronic media, can be modified, 

changed or suspended by means of individual messages send in the very same medium. A 

major example was Tim Berners Lee’s publication of the http://www protocol and the 

HTML language, which were rapidly spread and soon developed into standard software 

suddenly providing the whole world with a new public space. Open source development 

provides another set of examples, and a third set is provided by the shaping of the internet 

through users choice and spread of features, functions and formats.  

 

b. Digital media are biased in their own manner 

Digital media integrate both asynchronous and synchronous communications which were 

formerly distributed in different media – thus integrating the storage capacities of print 

media with communication speed of electronic media. Speech and analogue electronic 

media are synchronous, writing and printing are asynchronous. Digital media are both. 

As an implication they have an indefinite array of new kinds of mixtures (including 

nearby synchronous formats such as: chat, instant messaging, email, debate fora, web log, 

RSS feeds, pod cast etc.). Contrary to former media (except for spoken language) the 

internet also provides a functional architecture based on symmetry between the 

communicating parts. 

c. Medialization expanded.  

The whole frame of mediated communication is changed/widened – new areas of 

communication can now be mediated or mediated in new formats. Mediated public, semi-

public and private space is now available and accessible for any individual, group, 

company or institution, limited not by location but by language and culture.  

d. The media matrix reaches a new level of complexity.  
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Digital media are added to the existing set of available media thus providing a new more 

complex matrix allowing an increased amount of options and a far reaching expansion of 

mediated public space. 

For further discussion of these features see Finnemann, 2005. 

 

2. Available theories on the relation between old and new media. 

We can distinguish a series of theories so far. 

a) Cyberspace theories suggesting the emergence of a new separate universe beyond real 

life, a parallel “Virtual community” (Rheingold, 1993), a “City of Bits” or ”E-topia” 

(Mitchell, 1996, 1998) “Being Digital” (Negroponte, 1995). 

b) Theories of complete replacement (Mcluhan, 1964; Boltz, 1993; Negroponte, 1995; 

Nielsen, 1998; Moravec, 1998, 2000; Deibert, 1997). 

c) Theories of a new hegemonic superstructure (Castells, 1996-1998) 

d) Theories of convergence (indefinite number of references) 

e) Theories of evolution (Levinson, 1997; Deibert, 1997) and co-evolution (here 

suggested) 

 

Ad a) Cyberspace theories. 

The notion of cyberspace as a new, separate, autonomous & virtual space of its own – 

outside real life – promoted in the 1990-es though not always as articulated theory – is 

not suitable. People obviously use the internet in ordinary life and we need theories 

which are capable to articulate the process of integration. 

 

Ad b) Theories of complete replacement. 

Replacement theories come in different degrees of radicalism. Most radical is probably 

Moravec (1998 & 2000) arguing from a evolutionary position that computers (artificial 

intelligence) will outperform the human mind (and bring the history of man as 

dominating creature in nature to an end). Adherents of this theory will probably not be 

here – why should they? 

Another set of radical replacement theories are formed around McLuhans idea that 

electronic media brings with them the end of the Gutenberg Galaxis because of their 
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auditive and visual capacities. While McLuhan included digital media in his notion of 

electronic media, others like Norbert Boltz (1993) make a distinction but maintain the 

same implication concerning a transition to an audiovisual paradigm. Also Deibert (1997) 

opposes print culture and digital culture, while Poster (1995) opposes (analogue) 

electronic culture and digital culture. In these theories it is argued that the various media 

brings with them a new dominating conceptual paradigm replacing former paradigms. 

Since the new conceptual framework is derived automatically from the new media it 

follows – to be coherent – that the transition is considered to be a complete replacement. 

Contrary to this it could be argued that digital media  are textual media – based as they 

are on the binary alphabet – and so representing an evolution of modern text based 

culture into a wider scale including textualisation of audiovisual articulations.   

There are other, more modest variants of replacement ideas, such as the complete take-

over idea, articulated e.g. by the internationally well known usability expert Jakob 

Nielsen who predicted that the internet would replace all “legacy media” (magazines, 

books, newspapers, television) within a decade (Nielsen 1998). It is true that all older 

media can be digitized, but this does not imply that it will happen neither in the near 

future or in a long term perspective. 

There are strong cases against: a similar prediction from the 1980-es concerning the 

disappearance of printed text in the offices was obviously false. Electronic text is 

nowadays also used to produce a dramatically increased amount of printed texts, while 

the role of printed text have changed from being the basic storage format to be print-just-

in-time, in the appropriate number, on the appropriate location and in any appropriate 

physical form. We have not come to the end of print, but rather to the end out of print. 

Also newspapers, radio and television are still here. New media induce changes in forms 

and functions of old media: Free dailies on the streets e.g. arrived in the years after the 

breakthrough of the internet. 

 

Ad c) Digital media as hegemonic media. 

A third type of theory consider the internet/digital media to be hegemonic media which in 

the words of Manuel Castells (1996 - 1998) establishes a new social morphology in the 

form of an internet-supported space of flows on top of all societies. Even if it might turn 
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out not to be completely false, it underestimates the role and function of old media – 

which in turn are also digitized. In the last five years for instance there are many 

indications that old media have become significant if not dominant actors in the 

development of the internet. I will give two examples below.  

 

Ad d) Theories of convergence. 

The notion of convergent media is well established and probably the most widespread 

and dominant idea of the relation between old and new media. Unfortunately, it is very 

unclear. Some of the former theories (foremost complete replacement theory) can be 

considered as variants of convergence theory. Here, however, the notion is restricted to 

more limited versions: 

d.1 One version is based on the idea of converging networks: the same networks will 

be used for phone, television and internet. This is already the case, though we also have a 

differentiation of networks (cables, satellite, and other forms of wireless networks: 

hotspots, community networks and cell phone wireless networks). More important is that 

there is no relation between the technical convergence and the social functions and uses 

except that broadband networks allow for even more differentiated forms of 

communication. The general principle for standardization in the ICT area is that 

standardization on lower semantic levels opens for a higher degree of differentiation (the 

binary alphabet is an alphabet in which we can articulate linguistic alphabets, 

mathematics, music and images of all sorts). Similarly the http://www protocol, URL and 

the HTML-language standardized communication between computers - thus opening for 

a wider array of communicative genres than seen before. Higher level standardization 

attempts such as automatic translation programs, semantic web and a variety of high level 

artificial intelligence fail or work only within a limited (closed) symbolic universe. 

d.2 A second version refers to institutional and organizational mergers of the ICT, 

Telecom and Media corporations. We have seen many examples most famous probably 

AOL/Time-Warner, but it is not clear that we have a unidirectional tendency. There has 

also been outsourcing processes and splitting ups. Even more important: it is not clear 

that we will end up with parallel patterns and structures in different areas of the world. In 

a European context one might for instance consider the future role of public service 

http://www/
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institutions in this respect. For the internet one also always need to consider the role of 

non-commercial, civil society activities. 

d.3 A third group of convergence theory relates to the fact that news and other services 

are now spread via all platforms giving rise to the convergence of content, genres and 

services. (Related is also the idea of convergence of screens: that we will use the same 

screen for all sorts of communication). It’s true that we have news all over: in the free 

dailies, in paid dailies, on television, including teletext, radio, and via the internet on web 

pages, as RSS feeds, mailing lists, web logs, pod casts and as cell phone services 

including WAP & SMS. But we see also a tendency to modify the formats and genres 

according to the specific properties (biases and affordances) of each medium, as well as 

to develop strategies for utilizing combinations on different media due to their different 

properties – such as using the internet to establish a community related to a TV program. 

If convergence is the front side of a coin there is on the back side always a number of 

differentiation processes, which means that the notion of convergence becomes 

overloaded. At the same time it alludes to a more or less completely predictable future 

while the media world looks more like a universe of increasing complexity. 

 

The theories mentioned are not capable to identify a number of relevant issues and 

essential aspects. Instead, the arguments given point to a need for a theory of coevolution 

of old and new media within a new more complex set of media.  

1. As a main ingredient in such a theory we can recall a rather old idea from early 20th 

century (Riepl 1913) that new media does not replace, but rather supplement old media. 

Moreover it should be added that new media also contribute to a refunctionalization or 

repurposing of old media, eventually implying that they are used in complete new ways. 

With the help of these assumptions it will be possible to address a number of issues 

which are often overlooked.  

2. It is important to stress that there is always a variety of possible relations between old 

and new media. In the case of digital media such variations can be generated both on the 

side of producers and of users, including cases, of course, where these positions are 

blurred or integrated into each other. 
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3. As a consequence we can also state that the integration of digital media in culture is 

influenced by the existing media and media systems as well as by existing social actors. 

Therefore we should expect that the media systems developing around the world and 

within EU will also to some extent differ due to previously existing differences and 

cultural influences. 

 

Coevolution: Two examples.1  

Coevolutionary relations may take many forms some of which are deliberately chosen as 

part of conscious media strategies. The following two examples show how old media are 

becoming still more dominant actors and/or content providers on the internet. They are 

also instantiations of two different forms for coevolutionary developments. 

 

l. In April 2005 the media mogul Rupert Murdoch announced a new internet strategy 

(Murdoch 2005), arguing that he himself had grown up in a centralized news system 

while his daughters would never experience a world without broadband access 

everywhere. ”I am a digital immigrant”, he claimed “while they are digital natives”. ”We 

have to adapt to this” he told his American editors. And so he does. Half a year later he 

had bought “My Space”, a heavily trafficked American community for youngsters. This 

is of course an indication that Murdoch wants to capitalize mediated communication 

including any sort of mediated social interactivity where ever it takes place. He is not 

much concerned with the content of the content. His concerns for content are of 

economical character. But his strategy goes further. In the spring 2006 he also announced 

a new editorial principle. We have to get closer to people, he said. Therefore the strategy 

will be to provide news on all media platforms: 

 

... information is carried via print, newspapers, magazines and books.  It is carried on 

television, laptops, personal organisers, cell phones and, of course, the web. The media 

use all these platforms to give the public access to this waterfall of information. This is 

how public opinion is shaped. And we know how public opinion can make history. 

(Murdoch, 2006)  
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This is how Murdoch introduces his efforts to utilize the potentials of networked digital 

media, not simply on the internet but related to all media platforms.2 It shows that the 

internet influences popular press and that popular press culture influences and take 

advantage of some of the potentials of the internet in the very same process. In the eyes 

of Murdoch news on the internet is now on a par with mediated social communication. If 

there is traffic, there is Murdoch. The trace is defined in this reciprocal relation between 

old and new media. 

Well Murdoch is not “The Evolution”, and his strategies do not necessarily succeed, or 

if they do, they do not necessarily define the future. Anyway, the case can be seen as an 

indication that there is a strong coevolutionary dynamic between old and new media in 

the contemporary media system.  

 

2. A second, but different example is Google’s newly established news service, Google 

News (news.google.com). The service allow you to scan a huge amount of news services 

according to a set of standardized criteria, or if you prefer according to a set of 

personalized criteria. You may also define how many headlines you want within each 

category. The service is based on news from more than 4500 news sites in a variety of 

languages. You get the news in Google manner with a few sentences and if you click on a 

headline you get the full story on the website of the original source. There are limits for 

the degree of specialization and you will be burdened by miss matches due to homonymic 

words. You may even be afraid that Google has entered into some sort of cooperation on 

censorship with any kind of regime. Still the company provide a new mechanism for 

selection of news. 

In this case the content is provided by old media while Google provide you the 

internet facilities for selection and tailoring the content due to individual priorities. Again 

it is the interrelation between old and new media which defines development. 

 

(A third example: the role of Public Serviced institutions, commercial television and print 

media and their online editions. See Lauff & Wurff 2006 on print media and their online 

editions.) 

 

http://news.google.com/
http://news.google.com/
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To sum up: 

l) The internet and digital media in general does provide new features and facilities and 

digital media contributes to a general change in the overall media matrix. 

2) They do so, though not by replacing old media. What we have is a process of co-

evolution, including the development of a variety of new interrelations. 

3) While old media are refunctionalized /repurposed they are also influential actors in the 

development of internet services. 

4) An implication is that existing cultural and social processes – not least those inherited 

in existing media systems – may lead to the development of different forms for the 

integration and utilization of the internet in different cultures. 

 

3. Will the development and integration of the internet differ due to cultural and social 

settings, for instance differences in the existing media systems? 

In their book ”Comparing Media Systems”, Daniel Hallin and Paolo Mancini gives an 

interesting analysis of what they identify as three different media systems in second half 

of the 20th century (well before the internet). They distinguish between 

 

l. The American liberalist model 

2. The North European democratic corporatist model 

3. The South European polarized pluralist Model 

 

The North European model, they say, is a kind of blend of the American and South 

European models and it is characterized by what they call for three coexistences: 

I. Coexistence of Commercial media & media tied to political and civil groups. 

II. Coexistence of Journalistic professionalism and political parallelism. 

III. Coexistence of Liberal freedom of the press and strong state intervention in media 

regulation. 

 

If they are right we should expect such differences manifested in the development and 

integration of the internet in so far old media are significant actors on the net. However, 

their main prediction for the future is that the North- and South European models are 
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declining while there is a strong tendency towards homogenization around the 

"triumphing" liberalist model.3 If so we should expect the models to come closer to each 

other also on the new internet platform. 

Even so, there are still significant differences for instance in the organization and 

function of public broadcast systems (and the concept of public service).  

In the case of UK (and Denmark) the public service media (BBC, DR) are in the lead 

compared to commercial media when it comes to the amount and quality of content 

provided as well as  the number of unique visitors and the growth rate of the number of 

unique visitors. At the same time they are also in the lead when it comes to experimental 

efforts such as RSS feeds, pod casting, SMS services and the like. One might assume this 

to be the case in other North European countries as well. There seems to be no direct 

equivalent to this in the American model, while the internet penetration in Southern 

Europe is remarkably lower than in US and Northern Europe. 

One the other hand we have to ask whether the models of Hallin and Mancini needs to 

be revised due to the properties of digital media and the effects on their integration in the 

overall system. 

Again the answer is yes – for the following reasons: 

l. The new matrix is more complex and it is based on an intensified interaction between 

print media, electronic media and digital media. Cross media relations are fundamental. 

2. The internet changes the rules of the game because – contrary to the old media – it is 

based on functional symmetry between the communicative parts – even if the actual 

communication is not symmetrical as it is often the case. As a consequence the internet is 

more open for civil society activities and the development is based on the coexistence of 

commercial activities, civil society activities and eventually public service activities. 

(Abbate, 2001; and others). We should expect or ask whether the internet will take shape 

of these dynamic factors as they manifest themselves differently in different cultures. If 

local communities plays a major role in civil society in US, and civil society in 

Scandinavian countries are much more based on participation and membership in all sorts 

of associations, societies or clubs, one might also expect such differences manifested on 

the internet. The lower internet penetration in Southern Europe may also be a result of 

differences in civil society such as variations in life style among different social groups, 
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not least differences between urbanized educated middleclass and the population living in 

the famous “remote” rural areas. On the internet the role of civil society is not simply to 

be part of the audience, it is also to provide content and participation. 

Especially of relevance is the coexistence of commercial and non-commercial 

services: you can choose to pay for the news or to have them for free! News for free is 

there both because of civil society activities, because of the existence of public service 

providers and because of new business models developed on commercial basis. 

It is also interesting to note – and further analyze – the similarities between Hallin and 

Mancini’s tripolar model of media systems in 20th century and Manuel Castells’ tripolar 

model of information societies in the 21’Th century: the liberalist American model, the 

Nordic (Finnish) well fare model and the Authoritarian Asian model.  

3. The systems described by H/M were anchored within well established national 

horizons. In a final section they point themselves to the emergence of transnational media 

corporations. But also the internet, which they hardly mention, contributes to change the 

delimitations of public spaces. It does so in two respects. On the one hand it allows for a 

new individualized use and on the other hand for globalized reach. In the terms of H/M 

one might speak of a new kind of coexistence of individualization and globalization. 

4. The internet allows users to select and combine due to their own needs: this also 

invites to fragmentation of public spaces for public communication. Print media and 

broadcast media have sold themselves as whole packages – as company brands. This is 

still possible – and relevant not least for building of centralized public opinion but there 

is also a tendency to select specific services for specific purposes where traditional media 

are also met by service providers from other sorts of expert systems. There is not simply 

a tendency to separate short news from other sorts of information, but also to separate 

news from other sources and means of opinion building. Short news is also on the fly in 

mobile media, while other sorts of information and public discourse still may need 

stationary media. On the users or citizens side it will be of relevance to see to which 

degree and by which media the public will still synchronize itself versus to which degree 

– in which matters it will prefer asynchronous and more individualized and specialized 

communication. 
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Following these arguments it is possible to establish a number of propositions and 

hypothesis which might be worth to test on empirical basis. The general argument is that 

the internet contributes to a change of the overall media system in a number of respects 

including: 

l. The coexistence of paid and unpaid news (and other services and activities) 

2. The coexistence of individualization and globalized reach 

(possible cases: Mohammed cartoons, far right blogs, diasporas on the net, Salam Pax, 

transnational use of various internet-resources) 

3. The coexistence of public spaces fragmented according to specialized, professionalized 

and individualized needs and interests. 

 

The filling out of this new media matrix depend on the different social and cultural 

drivers, whether commercial or noncommercial – not least civil society and public 

service broadcast institutions, and their drive may lead to different developments on a 

variety of parameters for possible cultural variation, such as in the spread of and forms of 

hypertext, multimedia & interactive communication as well as utilizations of the 

spectrums a) private-public communication, b) local, national and transnational use and 

c) differentiations according to personal and professional interest.  
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1 In this paper I will not discuss the notion coevolution but refer to a standard definition borrowed from 

biology: “coevolution is a change in the genetic composition of one species (or group) in response to a 

genetic change in another. More generally, the idea of some reciprocal evolutionary change in interacting 

species is a strict definition of coevolution. At first glance (or thought), it might seem that everything is 

involved in coevolution. This assumption might stem from the fact that virtually all organisms interact with 

other organisms and presumably influence their evolution in some way... Like the issue of defining an 

adaptation, we should not invoke coevolution without reasonable evidence that the traits in each species 

were a result of or evolved from the interaction between the two species.” Source: 

http://biomed.brown.edu/Courses/BIO48/27.Coevolution.HTML  Accessed 10.4 2006. Se also: 

Wikipediahttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coevolution: In Biology, co-evolution is the mutual evolutionary 

influence between two species that become dependent on each other. Each party in a co-evolutionary 

relationship exerts selective pressures on the other, thereby affecting each others' evolution. Coevolution 

includes the evolution of a host species and its parasites, in examples of mutualism evolving through time. 

Few perfectly isolated examples of evolution can be identified: essentially all evolution is co-evolution. 
2 In the same speech Murdoch declared himself as hard core tech-determinist. History (or money?) is not 

made by politics, but by the dissemination of those waterfalls of information made possible by media. 
3 The judgment is building both on journalistic and institutional criteria. The rise of huge transnational, 

commercial media corporations, the spread of information oriented journalism separated from commentary, 

ideology, and personal opinions, and the development towards more independent media taking their own 

position towards the political system – sometimes defined as the development of a secular "media logic" 

(H&M 2004: 253) and seen as part of modern professionalization, specialization and commercialization. 

They are also pointing at a possible decline of the catchall media (as well as to other sorts of differentiation 

processes) because of a tendency towards more fragmented audiences (H&M 2004: 286-287).  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Species
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selection
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutualism

